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Abstra t: We onsider the lass of stationary nonlinear non Gaussian state spa e
models with unknown stati parameters. We propose original online sto hasti
gradient type algorithms to estimate these parameters. These algorithms rely on
the simulation of arti ial observations. Contrary to all the methods we are aware
of in this framework, optimal state estimation is not required by our methods and
the proposed algorithms are omputationally eÆ ient. Their eÆ ien y is assessed
through simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 State Spa e Models and Problem Statement

Let fXngn0 and fYngn1 be Rp and Rq -valued
sto hasti pro esses de ned on a measurable spa e
( ; F ) while  2  where  is an open subset
of Rd. The pro ess fXngn0 is an unobserved
(hidden) Markov pro ess of initial density ; i.e.
X0  , and Markov transition density f (; );
i.e.
Xn+1 j Xn = x  f ( j x) :
(1)
One observes the pro ess fYngn1 and it is assumed that the observations are onditionally
independent upon fXngn0 of marginal density
g (; ) ; i.e.
Yn j Xn = x  g ( j x) :
(2)
All densities are de ned with respe t to some
appropriate dominating measures; e.g. Lebesgue.

This lass of models in lude many nonlinear and
non-Gaussian time series models su h as
Xn+1 = ' (Xn ; Vn+1 ) ; Yn =  (Xn ; Wn )

where fVngn0 and fWn gn1 are independent
sequen es and ' ;  are deterministi fun tions.
We will restri t ourselves to stationarity state
spa e models where, for any  2 , the Markov
pro ess fXngn0 is ergodi and admits an invariant distribution  .
Let us assume that the true value of the parameter
 is  and that only the pro ess fYn gn1 is
observed. We are interested
in deriving re ursive
algorithms to estimate . This omplex problem
has numerous appli ations in ele tri al engineering, e onometri s, statisti s, et .

Further on we will denote for any sequen e
zk /random pro ess Zk zi:j = (zi ; zi+1 ; : : : ; zj ) and
Zi:j = (Zi ; Zi+1 ; : : : ; Zj ) :
1.2 A Brief Literature Review

Following the introdu tion of Sequential Monte
Carlo (SMC) methods (Dou et,
, 2001),
i.e. parti le lters, many methods have been reently proposed to address this problem. There
are roughly three ategories of methods.

. A standard approa h followed
in the literature onsists of setting a prior distribution on the unknown parameter  and then
onsidering the extended state Sn = (Xn; ). This
onverts the parameter estimation into an optimal
ltering problem. One an then apply, at least theoreti ally, standard parti le ltering te hniques
(Dou et,
, 2001) to estimate the joint posterior density p ( xn ; j Y1:n) and thus p ( j Y1:n ).
In this approa h, the parameter spa e is only
explored at the initialization of the algorithm.
Consequently the algorithm is ineÆ ient; after
a few iterations the marginal posterior distribution of the parameter is approximated by a single delta Dira fun tion. To limit this problem,
several authors have proposed to use kernel density estimation methods. However, this has the
e e t of transforming the xed parameter into a
slowly time-varying one. A pragmati approa h
onsists of introdu ing expli itly an arti ial dynami model on the parameter of interest; see
(Higu hi, 1997), (Kitagawa, 1998). To avoid the
introdu tion of su h a model, an approa h proposed in (Gilks and Berzuini, 2001) onsists of
adding Markov hain Monte Carlo (MCMC) steps
so as to add \diversity" among the parti les. However, this approa h does not really solve the xedparameter estimation problem. More pre isely,
the addition of MCMC steps does not make the
dynami model ergodi . Thus, there is an a umulation of errors over time and the algorithm an
diverge.

, RML is a
sto hasti gradient type algorithm to maximize
the average log-likelihood. This approa h requires
the omputation of the optimal lter p ( xnj Y1:n )
and its derivative with respe t to . This is the
approa h followed in (LeGland and Mevel, 1997)
for nite state spa e HMM. Algorithms to ompute numeri ally the derivative for general state
spa e models have been proposed in (Cerou, et al.,
2001) and (Dou et and Tadi, 2003).

Online
EM is an alternative sto hasti gradient type
algorithm. Su h algorithms have been proposed
for nite state spa e HMM and linear Gaussian
et
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state spa e models. It is formally possible to ome
up with a similar algorithm for general state
spa e models. However it requires the omputation of an (online) approximation of the joint
density p ( x1:n j Y1:n) whose dimension in reases
with time. To avoid this problem, one an use the
split data likelihood (Ryden, 1994); see (Andrieu
and Dou et, 2003).
All these methods rely on omputing non standard posterior distributions and thus require
the use of numeri al te hniques su h as SMC
methods. For some appli ations, SMC methods
are still too omputationally intensive. This has
motivated the development of omputationally
heaper methods.
1.3 Contributions

We propose here alternative algorithms to address
the problem of re ursive parameter estimation
in general state spa e models. These algorithms
rely on the introdu tion of a non standard ost
fun tion (i.e. di erent from the lassi al Kullba kLeibler ost fun tion) whi h an be shown to be
minimized for . The main di eren e between
our algorithms and all other algorithms we are
aware of is that state estimation is not required
in our framework. The algorithms are omputationally several orders of magnitude heaper than
algorithms based on SMC methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
In Se tion 2, we introdu e the ost fun tion to
maximize. In Se tion 3, we present re ursive algorithms to optimize this ost fun tion and dis uss
the implementation issues. Finally in Se tion 4,
we present an appli ation to a sto hasti volatility
model arising in e onometri s.
2. STATIONARY DISTRIBUTION AND COST
FUNCTION
In the stationary regime, the distribution ofthe
random variables X(k 1)L+1:kL; Y(k 1)L+1:kL satis es


P X(k 1)L+1:kL ; Y(k 1)L+1:kL 2 d (x1:L ; y1:L)
=  (x1:L; y1:L) dx1:Ldy1:L
where d () is the dominating measure and
  (x1:L ; y1:L ) =  (x1 ) g ( y1 j x1 )
L
 Q f ( xi j xi 1 ) g ( yi j xi )
i=2
where we re all that  orresponds to the invariant density of the latent Markov pro ess.
We will onsider
the following ost fun tion
Z
J () = ( (y1:L)  (y1:L ))2 dy1:L (3)

where
 (y1:L) =

Z

  (x1:L ; y1:L) dx1:L :

The ost fun tion J () is de ned under weak
assumptions and it is lear that  minimizes it.
The parameter L is hosen large enough to ensure
identi ability of  using  (y1:L).
3. ONLINE SAMPLING ALGORITHMS
We will distinguish here two ases. If the invariant
distribution  is known, then one an devise a
standard sto hasti gradient type algorithm to
minimize J (). If this distribution is unknown,
then it is ne essary to use a (randomized) nite
di eren e s heme.
3.1 Invariant distribution known

We des ribe brie y in this se tion a sto hasti
gradient algorithm to minimize J (). One has
J () =

Z

 (y1:L) (  (y1:L )

2 (y1:L)) dy1:L

+terms independent of :
The derivative 21 rJ () of the ost fun tion is
given by
Z
r (y1:L) (  (y1:L )   (y1:L)) dy1:L:
Under regularity onditions, one has
R
rR (y1:L) = r  (x1:L ; y1:L) dx1:L
= [r log  (x1:L; y1:L)℄  (x1:L; y1:L) dx1:L
= R [r log  (x1:L; y1:L)℄ g ( y1:Lj x1:L)  (x1:L) dx1:L
where one uses the following notation  (x1:L; y1:L) =
g ( y1:L j x1:L )  (x1:L ) with
g ( y1:L j x1:L ) =

L
Y
i=1

g ( yi j xi )

to emphasize that this density does not depend on
on the invariant density of fXngn0.
To sum up, one obtains for 12 rJ ()
R
r log  (x1:L ; y1:L)  g ( y1:L j x1:L )  (x1:L )
 ( (y1:L )  (y1:L )) dx1:L dy1:L :
(4)
Let X(k 1)L+1:kL denote a realization of k (x1:L),
Y(k 1)L+1:kL a realization from  k (y1:L) (the
variables X(k 1)L+1:kL and Y(k 1)L+1:kL being
statisti ally independent) and Y(k 1)L+1:kL a realization from  (y1:L) (i.e. the available data),

an asymptoti ally 1 unbiased gradient estimate of
(4) for  = k is given by
1r
2 b J (k ) =

r logk X(k 1)L+1:kL; Y(k 1)L+1:kL
gk Y(k 1)L+1:kL X(k 1)L+1:kL
(5)


r log  k X(k 1)L+1:kL ; Y(k 1)L+1:kL
gk Y(k 1)L+1:kL X(k 1)L+1:kL

The sto hasti gradient algorithm to minimize

J () follows. It relies on a non-in reasing
P positive
stepsize
sequen
e
f
g
satisfying
k k0
k = 1,
P 2
with
k < 1; one usually sele ts k / k
2 12 ; 1 .
Sampling step

 Sample Xe(k 1)L+1:kL   k () ;


Y(k 1)L+1:kL  gk j Xe(k 1)L+1:kL :
 Sample X(k 1)L+1:kL   k () :
Gradient estimation step

 Compute 12 rb J (k ) using (5).
Parameter updating step

k+1 = k

bJ
k+1 r

(k ) :

A truly re ursive algorithm, i.e. updating
the parameter estimate at ea h time step, an be
derived easily by using a \sliding" window instead
of partitioning the data in separated blo ks.
Note that Xe(k 1)L+1:kL and X(k 1)L+1:kL need
to be statisti ally independent to ensure that
X(k 1)L+1:kL and Y(k 1)L+1:kL are independent.
Contrary to all algorithms we are aware of, this
algorithm only requires the simulation of variables
a ording to the prior distribution.
It is possible to redu e the varian e of the gradient
estimate by using Sequential Importan e Sampling (SIS) te hniques (Dou et,
, 2001); i.e.
instead of imputing the latent pro ess a ording
to its (stationary) prior distribution one an ome
up with \ lever" importan e distributions to redu e the varian e of the gradient. One an also
avoid sampling from the invariant distribution
and use instead the following algorithm.

Remark.
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Sampling step



 Sample Xe(k 1)L+1:kL  fk j Xe(k 1)L


Y(k 1)L+1:kL  gk j Xe(k 1)L+1:kL .
1


,

The true system needs to rea h its stationary regime.





 Sample X(k 1)L+1:kL  fk j X(k 1)L :
Gradient estimation step

 Compute 12 rb J (k ) using (5).
Parameter updating step

k+1 = k

bJ
k+1 r

(k ) :

In the above algorithm, one uses the following
notation

f x(k 1)L+1:kL x(k 1)L
kL
= Q f ( xi j xi 1 ) :
i=(k 1)L+1

It is important to remark that even if one an
avoid sampling dire tly from the invariant distribution, one needs to know it analyti ally to ompute the gradient estimate. This is a restri tion
even if this density is known in many important
appli ations; e.g. state spa e models with a linear Gaussian evolution equation. In ases where
this density is not known, one needs to use an
alternative algorithm developed in the following
subse tion.
3.2 Invariant distribution unknown

We propose here another sto hasti approximation method namely SPSA (Simultaneous Perturbation Sto hasti Approximation) due to Spall
(Spall, 1998) as an alternative way to optimize
the ost fun tion. With SPSA, the gradient is
approximated via a nite di eren e method using
only the estimates of the ost fun tion of interest. This te hnique has proved su essful among
other nite di eren e methods as it only requires
two estimates of the ost fun tion regardless of
the dimension d of the parameter to obtain a
gradient estimate. The SPSA te hnique requires
all elements of  to be varied randomly simultaneously to obtain two estimates of the ost
fun tion. The two estimates required are of the
form J (perturbation) for a two-sided gradient
approximation.
In this ase, the gradient
estimate

T
rb J (k ) = rb J1 (k ) ; : : : ; rb Jd (k ) is given by
b
b
rb Ji (k ) = J (k + k 2k ) J (k k k )
k k;i
where f k gk1 denotes a sequen e of positive
s alars su h that k ! 0 and
k = (k;1 ; k;2;    ; k;d)
is a d-dimensional random perturbation ve tor.
Careful sele tion of algorithm parameters n, n
and n is required to ensure onvergen e. The
f k gk1 and f k gk1 sequen es generally take the

form of k / k and k / k respe tively
with non-negative oeÆ ients and 2 21 ; 1.
Ea h omponent of k is usually generated from
a symmetri Bernoulli 1 distribution. See (Spall,
1998) for guidelines on oeÆ ient sele tion.
To obtain an estimate of J () for a given value,
one re alls that
J () =

Z

  (y1:L ) ( (y1:L)  (y1:L)) dy1:L

+terms independent of :
and
for any 0; 00
R
0 (y1:L) 00 (y1:L) dy1:L =
RR
g0 ( y1:Lj x1:L )  0 (x1:L ) 00 (y1:L) dx1:L dy1:L:
It follows that by sampling a realization X(+k 1)L+1:kL
(resp. X(k 1)L+1:kL) from k + k k (x1:L) (resp.
from k k k (x1:L)), a realization Y(+k 1)L+1:kL
(resp. Y(k 1)L+1:kL) from k + k k (y1:L) (resp.
from k + k k (y1:L)) and Y(k 1)L+1:kL a realization from  (y1:L) (i.e. the data available), one
obtains an (asymptoti ally) unbiased estimate of
1 (J (k + k k ) J (k k k ))
2
using 

1 Jb(k + k k ) Jb(k k k ) =
2


gk + k k Y(+k 1)L+1:kL X(+k 1)L+1:kL


gk + k k Y(k 1)L+1:kL X(+k 1)L+1:kL


gk k k Y(k 1)L+1:kL X(k 1)L+1:kL


+gk k k Y(k 1)L+1:kL X(k 1)L+1:kL :

(6)
Note that one needs X(+k 1)L+1:kL (resp. X(k 1)L+1:kL)
to be statisti ally independent from Y(+k 1)L+1:kL
(resp. Y(k 1)L+1:kL). However X(+k 1)L+1:kL (resp.
X(k 1)L+1:kL ) an be statisti ally dependent from
X(k 1)L+1:kL (resp. X(+k 1)L+1:kL ) and Y(k 1)L+1:kL
(resp. Y(+k 1)L+1:kL).
The algorithm to minimize J () follows.
Sampling step

 Sample k = (k;1 ; : : : ; k;d ).
 Sample X(+k 1)L+1:kL   k + k k ()
 Sample X(k 1)L+1:kL   k k k ().
 Sample Xe(+k 1)L+1:kL   k + k k (),




j Xe(+k 1)L+1:kL :
 Sample Xe(k 1)L+1:kL   k k k (),

Y(+k 1)L+1:kL  gk + k k

Y(k 1)L+1:kL  gk



k k



j Xe(k 1)L+1:kL



.

Xn+1 = Xn + Vn+1 ;
Yn = exp (Xn =2) Wn ;
 N (0; 1)
 N (0; 1) and Wn i.i.d.
Vn i.i.d.

Gradient estimation step





 Compute 12 Jb(k + k k ) Jb(k

k k ) us(6).
 For i = 1 to d, evaluate gradient omponents as
b
b
rb Ji (k ) = J (k + k 2k ) J (k k k )
k k;i
ing

Parameter updating step

k+1 = k

bJ
k+1 r

(k ) :

The problem is that it is typi ally impossible to
sample exa tly from the distributions k + k k
and k k k . However one an use the following
algorithm instead.

are
where
two mutually independent sequen es of independent identi ally distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables, independent of the initial state X0.
We are interested in estimating the parameter
 = ( ; ; ) where  = (0; 1)  (0; M )  (0; M )
with M = 100. In this ase, the stationary
distri

bution of the hidden pro ess is N 0; 1 22 . We
simulate 10000 observations with  = (1; 0:8; 1) :
The algorithm is using L = 2.
2
1.5
1

Sampling step

 Sample k = (k;1 ; : : : ; k;d ).


 Sample X(+k 1)L+1:kL  fk + k k j X(+k 1)L


 Sample X(k 1)L+1:kL  fk k k j X(k 1)L .


 Sample Xe(+k 1)L+1:kL  fk + k k j Xe(+k 1)L
Y(+k 1)L+1:kL  gk + k k j Xe(+k 1)L+1:kL :


 Sample Xe(k 1)L+1:kL  fk k k j Xe(k 1)L


Y(k 1)L+1:kL  gk k k j Xe(k 1)L+1:kL .

0.5

 Compute 12 Jb(k + k k ) Jb(k
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k k
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Gradient estimation step
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(6).
 For i = 1 to d, evaluate gradient omponents as
b
b
rb Ji (k ) = J (k + k 2k ) J (k k k )
k k;i
ing

Parameter updating step
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Fig. 1. Sequen e of parameter estimates n =
( n; n; n) for N = 10000. From top to
bottom: n; n and n .

To redu e the varian e of the gradient, SIS te hniques an also be used in this ase. Further varian e redu tion an be a hieved by using ommon
random numbers so as to introdu e orrelations
between X(+k 1)L+1:kL and X(k 1)L+1:kL or/and
Y(+k 1)L+1:kL and Y(k 1)L+1:kL (Kleinman,
,
1999).

5. DISCUSSION
We have proposed new algorithms to perform parameter estimation in general state spa e models.
These algorithms do not perform state estimation
and are omputationally eÆ ient. Algorithmi ally,
varian e redu tion te hniques an be developed
to improve their performan e. Theoreti ally, our
algorithms are \standard" sto hasti gradient algorithms for whi h onvergen e results will be
reported elsewhere.

4. APPLICATION
We demonstrate our methodology on a non linear
state spa e model. Let us onsider the following
sto hasti volatility model arising in e onometri s
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k+1 = k

bJ
k+1 r

(k ) :
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